
LET’S REDEFINE EXPERTISE



Raise patient care and practice



performance to a new level
Carestream Dental cares about patients and oral health professionals. In fact, that’s why we developed 
the Carestream Dental factor, which allows oral health professionals to make more accurate diagnoses 
that patients can easily understand. It lets you spend less time with busy work and more time providing 
the highest possible quality care.



There’s more than a  
century of leadership



and knowledge  
supporting everything  

we do

By assembling the skills of leaders 
within the imaging, diagnostic,  

and practice management fields,  
Carestream Dental gives you the  
tools to completely redefine the  

meaning of dental expertise.

With a rich history of inventing game-changing technology, 
Carestream Dental can help you ascend to the peak of  
patient care with our dental imaging solutions.

Since 1896, our systems have redefined expertise – time 
and time again. Today our industry-leading equipment helps 
you make faster diagnoses with better human-to-human 
interaction – all the while making your workflow intuitive 
and efficient. A century of our care and leadership has given 
oral health professionals the most advanced tools to provide 
the best possible care. 

We’re extremely proud of our history, which inspires us to 
reach even higher to continue improving every aspect of 
oral health care. We continue to redefine expertise and to 
help oral health professionals provide diagnostic excellence. 



SUPPORTING YOUR EXPERTISE



7 out of 10 oral health  
professionals worldwide use  
Carestream Dental products





More than 800,000,000 dental 
images are captured each year with 
Carestream Dental products





FOR MORE THAN A CENTURY



The Carestream  
Dental Factor

is made up of three elements. 
At the heart of everything we 
do, it symbolizes our care for 
oral health professionals and 

patients alike.

Our systems and software  
are specifically designed  
to enhance care and to fit 
seamlessly into your busy 
practice. This allows you to 
spend less time on adminis-
trative tasks and more time 
providing patient care.

Workflow  
integration



We keep our technology sim-
ple for you and your patients. 
Clear communication is the key 
to obtaining patient confidence 
and optimizing patient care.

Humanized  
technology

To make faster, more accu-
rate diagnoses, detail is eve-
rything. Our diagnostic sys-
tems and software do more 
than just help you identify a 
problem; they show you ex-
actly where to take action.

Diagnostic  
excellence



[ Diagnostic excellence ]

Don’t just see a problem
Know exactly where  

to take action





[ Diagnostic excellence ]

[ FOV ]

17 x 13.5 10 x 1017 x 11 17 x 6 – TMJx2

3D imaging that 
doesn’t just help 

you identify a 
problem,

but lets you see 
every detail By bringing 3D technology into  

the practice, we revolutionized  
the diagnostic process.

Carestream Dental first harnessed the power of 3D dental 
technology enabling oral health professionals to provide 
care on a whole new level. Once again we are redefining 
the potential of dental expertise. 

Our systems ensure diagnostic excellence in every single 
treatment. With the next generation of 3D technology, we 
help oral health professionals expand the bounds of dental 
expertise by delivering unrivalled diagnostic excellence.

Thanks to our innovative diagnostic tools, you can capture 
the sharpest and clearest dental images necessary for diag-
noses. The CS 9300 system offers seven fields of view, giving 
you the flexibility to achieve diagnostic excellence every time.



10 x 5 8 x 88 x 8 – TMJx1 5 x 5



[ Diagnostic excellence ]

Simply better  
images for  

diagnostic  
excellence  
every time The RVG 6100 system offers  

superior practicality.

The RVG 6100 system is the game-changing intraoral digital 
radiography system that makes it easy for you to capture 
and analyze dental images quickly. Don’t be limited by 
your tools and products; choose ones that will help you 
redefine clinical expertise with excellent digital resolution 
that’s among the highest in-class – 2.76 megapixels.

Continuing the Carestream Dental tradition of delivering 
products that offer the high resolution that oral profes-
sionals need, the RVG 6100 system guarantees diagnostic 
excellence. Our technology is the result of decades of  
experience. You can rely on it to make confident diagnoses 
every time.

Ergonomic design ensures patient comfort, while the 
pediatric sensor option reduces radiation exposure by up 
to 40%. Complete integration and expert support allows 
you to start redefining dental expertise immediately with-
out delaying the delivery of superior diagnostic images.





[ Workflow integration ]



A chain is only as strong 
as its weakest link

An efficient  
workflow demands  

that every single  
piece plays its part



[ Workflow integration ]

Remove the  
inconvenience
and clutter from  
every procedure

When placed on the  

Scan & Go device, plates  

are uniquely identified.

Patient images are then  

captured onto the plate.

The images are scanned  

using the CS 7600.

In seconds the images appear  

on the correct computer and are 

filed in the correct patient file.



Introducing the CS 7600 intelligent plate system 
Small footprint, high resolution, fast image display.

Carestream Dental developed the world’s first intelligent 
plate system to significantly improve your workflow and 
patient care. With the CS 7600, all of the pieces fit into 
place, thanks to the system’s Scan & Go technology.  
It helps enhance your expertise with top performance, 
speed, and quality. 

Scan & Go automates tasks and eliminates the risk of plate 
mix-ups, improving productivity. The plates are identified 
electronically before the exam and sent automatically to 

the correct computer and patient file to ensure proper care 
with zero confusion.

Our digital imaging plate technology is as easy as using film, 
but with the complete flexibility of digital. The CS 7600 
can be used chairside or shared with other operatories, 
embodying intuitive workflow integration. The combined 
advantages make the switch to digital easier than ever 
and even more affordable. 



[ Workflow integration ]

Who cares about wireless technology? Carestream Dental 
cares, particularly when it will optimize and simplify your 
practice’s workflow. Portability means you aren’t limited by 
wires or to one operatory, helping you completely redefine 
expertise on your own terms.

There’s no loss of resolution with wireless – the RVG 6500 
system and CS 1500 intraoral camera offer high-performance 
technology, even compared to wired technology. Simplified 
integration ensures quick set-up and absolutely no added 
complications. 

Redefine your expertise thanks to the freedom to perform 
wirelessly without sacrifice. Images are immediately trans-
ferred to your computer to ensure total workflow integra-
tion, even chairside. Flatten workflow obstacles with wireless 
technology and add the advantage of enhanced patient 
communication for more predictable case acceptance.

* iPod touch and iPhone compatibility not available in the US.

Portable wireless technology 
enhances communication  
and integrates seamlessly

*



See your images  
like never before
Thanks to our RVG mobile application, your iPad can serve 
as an acquisition station, a tool for reviewing images, and 
a powerful instrument to assist with chairside communi-
cation. With easy access to patient images, you have the 
potential to increase treatment acceptance.



[ Humanized technology ]

By developing  
simple and  

intuitive  
equipment



we create  
a comfort  
zone for  
every patient  
procedure



[ Humanized technology ]

FIRE technology

Shows you and  
your patients  

where hidden  
dangers may lurk

(FIRE combines reflectance and fluorescence signals for the most sensitive results)

Reflectance effect Fluorescence effect



and helps  
you identify  
potential  
incipient decay

The CS 1600 contains state-of-the-art Fluorescent Imaging 
with Reflectance Enhancement (FIRE) technology. Using 
fluorescence and reflectance, FIRE technology quickly and 
safely shows you exactly where possible incipient decay 
exists in fissures and on smooth surfaces. 

Powerful images lead to simple and effective patient com-
munication. Carestream Dental cares, so we’ve developed 
humanized technology that oral health professionals can 
understand quickly, technology that produces images that 
are simple to analyze. 

With optimized communication, it’s easier for patients to 
understand caries levels, helping to streamline patient exams. 
These advantages combine to make patients healthier and 
happier. With such high-image resolution and picture quality, 
the CS 1600 helps you redefine expertise while maximizing 
practice investment at all levels.



[ Humanized technology ]

The CS 9300  
the ultimate 
conversation 

starter

The CS 9300 is not just an all-in-one extraoral imaging 
system in its ability to provide exceptional image quality and 
ultimate practice versatility – it’s also a conversation starter.

With panoramic, 3D, and cephalometric imaging modalities 
with a flexible field of view, the CS 9300 produces images 
that allow you to initiate a conversation with your patients 
and delivers the excellence you expect. This humanized 
technology keeps patients in their comfort zone, allowing 
you to not just achieve the pinnacle of patient care, but to 
completely redefine the meaning of expertise.



Options  
for managing 

dosage and  
images anyone 
can understand It’s the all-in-one 

patient friendly 
solution
Introducing technology that enables you to reduce radiation 
exposure to a level as low as reasonably possible. The CS 
9300 embodies humanized technology through this option 
to customize and decrease radiation dose. The system’s 
simple interface makes exams as quick, easy, and human 
as possible. Designed with patients in mind, the unit has 
an open structure to make exams more comfortable. With 
seated and standing options, patients can stay in their 
comfort zone – making the unit user friendly for everyone.



With a deep commitment patients and oral health professionals, we’ve always 
been eager to improve what oral health professionals are capable of and the 
treatment patients receive. Through combining industry-leading technology, 
customer service, and the Carestream Dental factor, we continue to redefine 
what’s possible – we’ve done it for 100 years and we’re doing it now because 
we still care.

We are Carestream Dental



The Carestream 
Dental Factor 
shows how  
we care.



We help more than 1,000,000 oral health  
professionals care for patients in 120 countries.

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 

Carestream Dental
1765 The Exchange 
Atlanta, GA 30308
Contact: rebranding@carestreamdental.com
Phone: 800-262-8144

EUROPE 

Sales, Marketing, Service Headquarters EAMER
Germany, Stuttgart
Contact: europedental@carestream.com

R&D and Manufacturing Headquarters
France, Marne La Vallée 

Sales and Service Office
Italy, Genova
Contact: europedental@carestream.com

Sales and Service Office
Spain, Madrid
Contact: europedental@carestream.com

Sales and Service Office
England, Hemel Hempstead
Contact: europedental@carestream.com

Sales and Service Office
Russia, Moscow
Contact: europedental@carestream.com

Sales and Service Office
Switzerland , Zurich
Contact: europedental@carestream.com

CSD Operations Center
Romania, Bucharest
Contact: europedental@carestream.com

AFRICA 

Africa Sales and Servicel
Contact: europedental@carestream.com

MIDDLE EAST

Middle East Sales and Service
Contact: europedental@carestream.com

Sales and Service Office
UAE, Dubai
Contact: europedental@carestream.com

R&D and Manufacturing Site
Israel, Tel Aviv

US AND CANADA

US and Canada Traditional Film
150 Verona St
Rochester, NY 14608
Contact: us-hg-dental@carestream.com 
Phone: 1-800-933-8031 (US&C Traditional) 

Canada Digital Sales
150 Verona St
Rochester, NY 14608
Contact: us-hg-dental@carestream.com 
Phone: 1-800-933-8031 (English)
Phone: 1-866-429-7581 (French)

US Sales and Support
1765 The Exchange
Atlanta, GA 30339
Contact: tele-sales.us.csd@carestream.com
Phone: 1-800-944-6365

Carestream Dental – Baltimore 
311 International Circle, Suite 100
Hunt Valley, MD 21030-1460 
Contact: tele-sales.us.csd@carestream.com
Phone: 800-944-6365 

Carestream Dental – Richardson 
1601 N. Collins Blvd
Richardson, TX 75080 
Contact: tele-sales.us.csd@carestream.com  
Phone: 800-944-6365

Helping the world 
redefine expertise



JAPAN

Carestream Health Japan Co., Ltd. 
Tokyo Sumitomo Twin Bldg. East 
2-27-1 Shinkawa, Chuo-ku
Tokyo 104-0033 
Phone: 81-3-5540-2228
Fax: 81-3-5540-2939 

Trophy Japan
Japan, Tokyo 
Phone: +8133 58 06 881

AUSTRALIA AND ALL ASIA (EXLUDING JAPAN)

Australia and New Zealand Sales and Service
Contact: GARsupport@cshdental.com  
(General enquiries)
Contact: GARDenTech@cshdental.com  
(Service enquiries)

Singapore, Indonesia, and Vietnam Sales and Support
Contact: GARsupport@cshdental.com  
(general enquiries)
Contact: GARDenTech@cshdental.com  
(service enquiries)

Malaysia, Myanmar, Laos and Cambodia Sales  
and Support
Contact: GARsupport@cshdental.com  
(general enquiries)
Contact: GARDenTech@cshdental.com  
(service enquiries)

Thailand Sales and Support
Contact: thailand@carestreamhealth.com

Phillipines Sales and Support
Contact: GARsupport@cshdental.com  
(general enquiries)
Contact: GARDenTech@cshdental.com  
(service enquiries)

LATIN AMERICA

Carestream Health
Costa Rica 5379
CP 1667, Tortuguitas, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Phone: 54 3327 414500

Carestream Health
Prol Mariano Otero 408
Zapopan, Jal, México 45050

Carestream Health
Rua Pequetita, 215 – 4o andar – Vila Olímpia
São Paulo, SP  04552-060 

Carestream Health
Cra 7a # 156 – 68, Torre III Oficina 1403
Bogotá, Colombia



Learn more about how we can 
help you redefine expertise at 

carestreamdental.com/factor


